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Professional Summary

I served as an intelligence analyst in unit 8200.

I am innovative team player with a passion for

continuous learning and self-improvement. I have

solid background in Object-Oriented programming

languages such as Java, C++, Python. I am seeking

for a Software Developer position, to utilize honed

skills in computer science, excellent management

skills, and creativity. I have a rich background in

information analysis and intelligence in particular.

Work and Military Experience

2018-12 -

Current

Senior Intelligence Analyst
8200 Unit, Intelligence Corps, IDF, Ramat HaSharon,

Consultant, Civilian employed

Supervised gathering, review and dissemination of

intelligence information from human sources,

electronic sources, and counter-intelligence.

Produced multi-source intelligence reports.

Screened and interpreted all-source intelligence

information.

Use creativity and thinking outside the box to

analyze the most critical intelligence for the

security of Israel.

Use various technological tools for data mining.

Created useful intelligence products to support

field operations.

2015-01 -

2018-07

Intelligence Analyst
8200 Unit, Intelligence Corps, IDF, Ramat Hasharon,

Soldier and Commander

Produced multi-source intelligence reports into a

Personal Info

Address
Rishon Le Zion, Israel

Phone
054 594 1441

E-mail
maoragai12@gmail.com

LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/in/maor-

agai-490a2a176

Skills

Java

Web Development

JavaScript

HTML

CSS

C/C++

Python

MySQL/MongoDB

Protocols and

methodologies of

communication networks

such as UDP/TCP, P2P, DNS,

HTTP etc

Project Management

MS Office

Wireshark



one intelligence picture.

Responsible for intelligence analysis under

pressure that directly influenced the decision-

making of the cabinet and Ministry of Defense.

Developed recommendations to assist clients and

agencies with efforts to advance intelligence.

Applied new and advanced tools and techniques

to intelligence cycle, addressing complex

challenges with emphasis on big data analytics

and data visualization.

Used relational and non-relational database such

as MySQL and MongoDB.

Analyzed complex and complicated public and

private communication networks using a variety of

different tools like WEBINT and OSINT etc.

Led and directed a course that trained a group of

25 soldiers to a new role.

Awarded Certificate of Excellence for

implementing a revolutionary technological

intelligence system.

Education

2018-10 -

Current

Bachelor of Science: Computer Science
The College Of Academic Management Studies -

Rishon Le Zion

2nd year Computer Science student (B.Sc.).

2009-01 -

2014-08

High School Diploma
Mekif Khet High School - Rishon Le Zion

Successfully completed and received full

technological matriculation certificate.

Linux

Microsoft Visual Studio and

VS Code

Eclipse and Intellij

Languages

Hebrew

English

Persian


